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LET US JOIN HANDS

You and I on two sides of the border……
When we share a river, we share more than a border.
We share the soil the river brings from one to the other.
When we share a river, we speak to the other across the border.
When we share a river, we share a culture.
When we share a river, we share a stream of human history.
When it is both yours and of the neighbour,
Listen to the River……

From a poem written for NADI 2016 by:
Smt. Suryakanthi Tripathi, IFS Retd, former DG, ICCR, member governing council, Asian Confluence
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NADI CONCEPT
India’s North Eastern states, and her immediate eastern neighbors, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal, and Myanmar, comprise a geographically compact region in Eastern South Asia. Lying in the underbelly of the mighty
Himalayas, a defining feature of the entire region is the many rivers that interlace the region. An elaborate network of rain and snow-fed rivers drain the region and flow into the Bay of Bengal. As the discourse between
the member states of region on connectivity and economic cooperation takes further shape, constructive use
of rivers respecting riverine connectivity to enhance trade and development of service sectors such as tourism
can add further impetus to the initiatives. Rivers do not follow political boundaries. Their health is a measure
of how well we care for our environment. Cooperation based on mutual understanding and trust amongst all
stakeholders is critical to foster the common goals of member states in key areas such as environmental protection, economical physical connectivity, strong people to people ties, enhanced trade, eco friendly tourism
and creation of peaceful border zones : for lasting regional peace, stability and prosperity.
The role of the “Third Space” to complement efforts in this direction by the “ first” space led by government and the “ second” space led by industry has become the need of the hour. Credible civil society
organizations, academia, individual entrepreneur, grass root level organizations must be mobilized
to help create an atmosphere which can lead to organic growth bottom up and complement the synergies being created by governments and industry.
The Asian Confluence River Festival, NADI 2016 aimed to bring together all three spaces to connect, deliberate, inspire and be inspired, as we recommit to a common vision we all nurture: clean environment,
smooth and cheap connectivity, bustling trade and tourism. NADI 2016 was held on July 15-16, 2016,
in Shillong, Meghalaya, India as a collaboration between Asian Confluence and the Government of Meghalaya. The focus of the deliberations were amongst stakeholders from across the BBIN (Bangladesh,
Bhutan, India and Nepal) and Myanmar. Being the first version, the cultural components were focused on
North Eastern region of India and Bangladesh, in honor of the many rivers that flow between the shared
borders, before they meet the Bay of Bengal.
NADI 2016 ran on the following tracks on the theme of Connectivity Trade and Tourism: Rivers, Roads,
Rails and People
Policy Dialogue: 15th July
		 Eastern South Asia: Rivers, Roads, Rails and People; Nurturing Rivers for Trade Tourism and Connectivity.
Stakeholder interactions : 16th July
		 Tourism Stakeholders Meet
		 Media stakeholders meet
		
Connecting Institutions
Culture and life: 15th and 16th July
		 Cultural presentations Networking Meets
		
Live Exhibitions
		
Crafts Bazar
		
Art and Photography contests

i
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NADI DECLARATION
The Third Space Initiative christened Asian Confluence River Festival NADI, 2016 was held on July 15
- 16 2016 at Shillong as a joint initiative between Asian Confluence, Government of Meghalaya, Maulana Abul Kalam Institute of Asian Studies (MAKAIS) and several other institutions. Over four hundred
people representing divergent domains including dignitaries from neighbouring countries Bangladesh,
Nepal, Bhutan and Myanmar attended the festival. The valedictory session was addressed by the Hon’ble
Governor of Meghalaya and the festival was inaugurated by the Hon’ble Chief Minister of Meghalaya.
The festival was the seminal sequel to a series of multi-stakeholder activities organized by the Asian Confluence stemming from the Shillong Consensus in Dec 2014. The primary objective was to bring together
all the three spaces ( Government, Business, and the people) to connect, deliberate and inspire all to recommit to a common vision we all nurture - clean environment and cheap connectivity, bustling trade and
tourism and a networking platform for interaction among the three spaces.
After in-depth deliberations among experts of multifarious domains as well as three stakeholder workshops focused
on media, tourism and connecting institutions, a broad consensus was reached on the following key elements:
Rivers are boons but also can be banes. To optimize the good and prevent adverse impact a collective
dialogue in the region involving India, Nepal, Bhutan, Myanmar and Bangladesh with its focus on
crafting guidelines and elements of a blueprint needs to be arranged. Asian Confluence should take the
lead in this regard with the support of all relevant stakeholders.
The river transport system ie: inland navigation, which was prominent during pre independent era
should be revived. The rivers which are common to adjoining neighbouring countries need to be given
more emphasis for development of the region.
Variety of issues pertaining to media cooperation between India and its neighbourhood were discussed.
Media organizations need to encourage and support endeavors for improving public perceptions and
awareness in each country about the neighboring countries.
The region comprising India, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and Myanmar has great tourism potential in
verdant nature, colorful peoples, mosaic of cultures, cuisine and attraction of Buddhism. To exploit this
tourism potential, action should be taken at the governmental level to provide a policy framework for
regional tourism and create infrastructure and facilitation. An institutional mechanism for consultation
with all stakeholders should be put in place. Regional cooperation organizations should specifical- ly
include tourism as an area of action. The private sector should help in identification of the circuits,
build networks with counterparts and effectively market and service the circuits.
Contacts and links amongst civil society and strategic community institutions in the region need to be
expanded keeping in view the goal to enhance public awareness and facilitate people to people contact
about the issues pertaining to management of rivers and connectivity. Modern technology including
digital platforms and best practices in the region should be utilized optimally.

•
•
•
•

•

Finally, it was noted, with deep appreciation, as the Hon’ble Chief Minister of Meghalaya announced
that, NADI Festival would be an annual affair with Asian Confluence as the principal partner.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS “NADI 2016”
1. Rivers should not be seen in isolation by any country
• Need for new methodologies of research, suited to understand the hydro-ecology of the Ganga
Brahmaputra Meghna (GBM) basin.
• There is a need for inter-disciplinary approach to understand river system of South Asia.
• Measures necessary for basin level management of rivers in the GBM basin and attempt to find
local/ indigenous solutions to problems of associated with rivers and water in this basin.
• Introduction of water studies as a separate discipline in the research and academic institutions of
the region : This should not be reduced to a part of engineering.
2. Creation of Border Economic Zones along riverine borders:
Rivers should not be seen in isolation by any country. The taming, nourishment and development
of the rivers by not disturbing its natural beauty, and extracting its best benefits to the society can
be achieved only, if, we develop the river basin in whole and not in parts. Dialogue and multilateral
programs should be held to find/ suggest the way forward for training the river basins. Sharing of best
practices on river basin development will be the way forward. Creation of Special Economics zones
along riverine borders (eg :The Dawki - Tamabil Border between Meghalaya and Bangladesh) could
be a way forward.
3. Boost Transboundary River Tourism:
Since north eastern region of India and the adjoining countries to the NER are full of flora and fauna
and many wild life sanctuaries are located on the banks of the rivers of this area, river tourism can play
a greater role in economic growth of all these countries. Sooner the decision is taken for trans boundary
river tourism the better it is, for the economic growth of these countries. A joint committee of bureaucrats
and the decision makers along with stakeholders an such as tourism operators, hotel and boat own- ers,
think tanks etc will be the right way forward to implement this recommendation. Further, cultural circuits
or history trails such as Shakti Peeth Circuit, Buddhist Heritage Circuit, Jaintia History trails can be furthered.
4. Identify and facilitate exchange between Change Makers in Sectors such as Education, Health,
Hygiene and Livelihood, and sharing of best practices could be a catalyst to this process. In the
macro-picture of building cooperation in the region, micro-details of cooperation also need to be addressed. In order to sustain regional cooperation and connectivity, local people must be made a part
of the process. The involvement of the local people for any infrastructure project in the region is very
important. While such projects are conceptualized, awareness campaigns highlighting the benefits of
such projects to the local people like employment, better living conditions etc, should be organized.
The participation of local social groups, survey by young people and institutions will be very helpful
in this regard. This exercise will evade various myths and the unrest by local people while executing
the project on ground. Future versions of NADI could build on this.
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5. Building people to people relations between BBIN ( Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Nepal) and
Myanmar in several places should be expanded for the whole border. Activities such as medical
camps and free schools could be organized in remote border areas where people from across the
border can participate. The utility of the “Third Space” was showcased as initiating a multilateral dialogue across theregion which engages the first ( led by Government), second ( led by Industry) , and
the third space ( led by People )
6. NADI 2016 helped in connecting people from communities which had harbored deep rooted
historic suspicion. There is a need for “Third Space” Forums like NADI to become annual affairs and
dwell on various aspect of development of the region a they relate to the rivers . In the macro-picture
of building cooperation in the region, micro-details of cooperation also need to be addressed. In order
to sustain regional cooperation and connectivity, local people must be made a part of the process. It
brought to light pieces of information which was not readiliy available on the public domain.
7. Beyond structured seminars and presentations it gave an opportunity to the people of Meghalaya to appreciate the economic potential of Bangladesh and the value of engaging in a social
interaction between the people of Meghalaya and Bangladesh which share a long border and a historic
tradition of interaction.
8. Steps should be taken to support regional tourism, create infrastructure and facilitation support and
identify tourism circuits across countries and construct markets and services to actualize these circuits.
The idea is to initiate consultation between stakeholders to energize regional cooperation for regional
peace and prosperity.It brought to light the possibility of initiating tourist exchanges across bor- ders
between North east India, Bangladesh Myanmar, Nepal and Bhutan. It was felt that amongst the
participants in the tourism stakeholders meet that a strong foundation could be laid for a sustainable
people to people contact as a means to bring people together beyond conflicts and suspicions. This
festival opened before the tourism operators across the region the vast tourism potential that lay in the
region and it was felt that steps should be taken to reverse the minimal footfall across borders.
9. A Shared feeling that emerged from the festival is to understand the message of the rivers:
Rivers are not only natural resources or natural infrastructure. They are the veins which link this sub
regional society. The message therefore should be to understand the region as a whole, which is linked
through geography and a region whose geography is destiny beyond the baggage of history.
10. It was felt that governmental institutions should play the role of key facilitators in these people
to people interactions and create mechanisms for bringing together the stakeholders of this region beyond the limitations of limitations of borders and boundaries. The pioneering role played
by the government of Meghalaya in NADI 2016 is exemplary for future initiatives by governmental
partners in similar future initiatives.

3
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INAUGURAL SESSION AND FESTIVAL AT THE GLANCE

Chief Minister of Meghalaya Dr. Mukul Sangma gave the inaugural address, and Shri Lal Thanhawla, Chief Minister, Mizoram, gave a special address at the Inaugural sesenunciated a vision for the future
sion and inaugurated the crafts mela which featured many rural artisans from border areas

Dr, Dipak Gywali, water expert and former water resources minister of Nepal presented very important facts about the riverine ecosystem of the region

Amb. Dago Tshering from Bhutan led a delegation comprising of rural development
expert and highlighted it the central role of riverine held in fostering societal health.

H.E. Rashed Khan Menon Hon. tourism and civil aviation minister of Bangladesh H.E Shahriar Alam Hon. MOS. ministry of foreign affairs, Bangladesh gave a special address and
led a delegation of senior policy makers and stakeholders from Bangladesh
called for more such discussion by “the third Space” to achieve a common understanding of rivers.

Smt. Sripriya Ranganathan, joint secretary, bangladesh myanmar desk, ministry of HE Harsh Vardhan Shringla, high commissioner of India to Bangladesh attended the
external affairs, government of India , was a special observer and speaker.
inaugural session and delivered a special address
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HE V. Shanmuganathan, Hon. Governor of Meghalaya graced the valedictory Ses- Asian Confluence, Director- Sabyasachi Dutta in his welcome address, highlighted
sion at Aurobindo Institute of Indian Culture and called for the spiritual dimension of the dual meaning of “NADI” as a system of rivers that sustain our land and channels
the rivers as lifelines to be recognised
of energy that sustain our bodies. Both are integral to human civilization and life.

Amb. Tariq.A.Karim Former high commissioner of Bangladesh to India, chairing The festival marked colourful Performances by groups from across the north eastern
a session and highlighted the central role of the north east region as a historical
states(Presented by North East Zonal Cultural Centre)Bangladesh,
connector in contemporary discourse on subregional integration.
Bhutan and Nepal.

The craft mela at the Aurobindo Institute of Indian Culture was a big draw and Yarns and dyes of Bangladesh and north east: Exhibition at the aurobindo institute of
promoted rural artisan from border areas who came and presented a wide variety of indian culture, drew fashion designers and textile makers from across the region to
craft and wares.
deliberate on possible collaboration.

A minute of silence
for the people killed in the Bangladesh bakery terrorist attack
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Amb.Rajiv Bhatia, member governing council, asian confluence and former Ambassador of India to Myanmar, addressed the policy dialogue
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Summary Report of NADI 2016
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Policy Dialogue at the State Convention Centre, Shillong
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15th July, 2016
DAY 1: POLICY DIALOGUE:
Eastern South Asia;
Rivers, Roads, Rails and People; Nurturing Rivers for Trade Tourism and Connectivity.

09:00 – 09:30: Registration
Discussion
11:30-13:30
: Thematic Session-I: Knowing our Rivers
Chair:
Amb. Dago Tshering, Bhutan
Co Chair: Mrs. Sripriya Ranganathan, Joint Secretary, Ministry of External Affairs, Government of India.
Panelists: Dipak Gywali (Water Expert and Former Water resources Minister of Nepal); Dr. Partha J Das Aaranyak, Guwahati, India
			Dr. Mominul Haque Sarkar CEGIS, Dhaka; Dr. Anup Mitra Former Water Resources Secretary, Government of Assam
			Sharmin Murshid Member, River Commission, Bangladesh; P.K.H. Singh Advisor, (Transport, Communication & Power) NEC
Inaugural Session
Welcome by Compere: Sadhana Srivastava
Lighting of Lamp:
Welcome: 					Shri. Sabyasachi Dutta, Director, Asian Confluence
Opening Song:
Introductory Remarks: Dr. Subhash Kashyap, President, Asian Confluence
Opening Remarks: 		 Shri Rajiv Bhatia, IFS Retd, Former DG, ICWA Member, Governing Council Asian Confluence
Special Address: 			 Shri Lal Thanhawla, Chief Minister, Mizoram.
Special Address: 			 H.E. Harsh Vardhan Shringla, IFS High Commissioner of India, Bangladesh
Special Address: 			 H.E. Syed Muazzem Ali, High Commissioner of Bangladesh, India
Special Address: 			 Amb. Dago Tshering, Former Ambassador of Bhutan to India
Special Address: 			 H.E Mr. ShahriarAlam, MP, Hon. MOS. Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Bangladesh
Special Address: 			 Dipak Gyawali Former Water Resources Minister of Nepal
Keynote Address: 		 H.E. Rashed Khan Menon, Hon. Tourism and Civil Aviation Minister of Bangladesh
Keynote Address: 		 Dr. Suresh Prabhu, Hon Railway Minister, Govt. of India
Inaugural Address: 		 Dr. MukulSangma, Hon. C.M. Meghalaya
VIP on Dias:				 U Thuta Aung, Myanmar Institute of Strategic and International Studies, Myanmar
							
Dr. Ram Muivah, Secretary, North Eastern Council.
							
Shri P.P.Shrivastav, Former Member NEC
							
Shri A.T.Mondal, Speaker, Meghalaya Legislative Agency
							
Shri Peter Ingty, IAS, Chair, Principal Secretary Govt. of Meghalaya, Chair, Organizing Committee.
							
Smt. Sushmita Dev, Member of Parliament, Lok Sabha, Assam
							
Shri Jitendra Chowdhury, Member of Parliament, Lok Sabha, Assam
							
Dr. Ram Muivah, IAS, Secretary, North Eastern Council.
Vote of Thanks: 			 Dr. B.B.Dutta, Chairman, Divya Jeevan Foundation.
Closing Remarks: 		 Compere
15:00 – 16:30: Thematic 1
Panel Discussion: Policy Perspectives: Regional Cooperation: Rivers as Prosperity Corridors
Chair:
HE ShahriarAlam, Hon. MOS. Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Bangladesh
Panelists: Jitendra Choudhury, Hon. Member of Parliament, LS, Tripura; Sushmita Deb, Hon. MP, Cachar, Assam;
			Dipak Gyawali, Nepal; A.K.Bansal, Director, Inland Waterways Authority of India,Assam.
			U ThutaAung, Myanmar Institute of Strategic and International Studies, Myanmar; Ms. Sonam Pem, Tarayana Foundation, Bhutan;
			Aparup Chaudhury, Chairman, Bangladesh Parjatan Corporation
16:30–18:00: Thematic 2
Panel Discussion: Policy Perspectives: Sub-regional Trade and Connectivity
Chair:
Amb. Tariq .A. Karim, Former High Commissioner of Bangladesh to India
Panelists: Dr. Ram Muivah, Secretary NEC; Dr. Sreeradha Datta, Director, MAKAIS; Mesbah Kamal, Chairman RDC, Bangladesh.
			Shri. Peter Ingty, IAS, Principal Secretary, Commerce and Industry; MyoWin, Smile Foundation, Myanmar
18:30–19:30: CULTURAL PROGRAM : Venue:Aurobindo Institute Hall, (Opposite the State Convention Hall) at the festival.
		
Presentation by various cultural groups from North East India, Bangladesh and Bhutan.
		
Presentation by North East Zonal Cultural Center, India
		
Presentation by Cultural Group from Bangladesh, Bhutan
Guests of Honor: H.E. Rashed Khan Menon, Hon. Tourism Minister of Bangladesh
			H.E ShahriarAlam, Hon. MOS. Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Bangladesh
			H.E. Syed Muazzem Ali, High Commissioner of Bangladesh in New Delhi
			H.E. Harsh VardhanShringla, High Commissioner of India in Bangladesh
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POLICY DIALOGUE
Day 1: 15th July 2016
The first edition of the NADI© Asian Confluence River Festival, organized by Asian Confluence, India in
association with the Government of Meghalaya was launched at the State Convention Center Shillong, Meghalaya. The festival featuring Policy Dialogues, Stakeholder Dialogues, Crafts Bazar, Cultural performance,
live exhibits, photography and the premises of the Aurob and supported
by Maulana Abul Kalam Institute of Asian Studies (MAKAIS), Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR), was The festival christened
“Nadi 2016 – Listen to the River” is an initiative to promote dialogue and
cooperation between India and its neighbours i.e. Bangladesh, Bhutan,
Nepal and Myanmar on the issues of river and water which cuts across
U Thuta Aung, Myanmar Institute of
the region.
Strategic and International Studies
The festival began with a thematic session “Knowing Our Rivers” and
experts and bureaucrats from India, Nepal and Bhutan not only introduced the rivers in their respective countries but also talked about the
opportunities and challenges that these rivers present for Ganga-Brahmaputra-Meghna (GBM hereafter) basin. This session was chaired by Mr.
Dago Tshering, former ambassador of Bhutan to India and co-chaired
by Sripriya Ranganathan, IFS, Joint Secretary, BM, Ministry of External
Affairs, Government of India.

Sushmita Deb, Hon. MP, Cachar, Assam

The session began with deliberation from Mr. Dipak Gywali, water expert and former Minister of Water Resources, Government of
Nepal who emphasized understanding the rivers of GBM basin not
only beyond the political boundaries but also beyond the disciplines
of engineering and economics. He opined that the hydro-ecology of
the GBM basin is very unique to itself but very little research has
Sonam Pem Tarayana Foundation Bhutan
been conducted taking into account the uniqueness of the region. He
opined for bold new research methodologies in order to understand the hydro-ecology of the region. He
suggested for a three legged policy rule as a way forward to understand the rivers of this region. He identified hydrocracy, market institutions and civic movements as three parts of the policy rule and opined that
the countries to strive for a balance between these three parts in order to govern the rivers of the region.
The second presentation of the session by Dr. Partha J. Das from
Aaranyak Guwahati, emphasized on the impacts of climate change on
the rivers of the GBM basin. According to him, how the rivers of GBM
basin will behave in future will depend on climate change. He said
that the GBM basin is already witnessed some of these changes as
the temperatures are rising in this basin along with the increase in the
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Shri P.P.Shrivastav Former Member NEC
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amount of total rainfall but decrease in the number of the rainy days. This, he opined, implies rising number of extreme climate events like heavy rains in very short span
of times, Cloud-bursts or Glacial Lake Outburst Floods (GLOF)
for the region. This on the other hand made the regular and timely floods in the region very erratic, flashy and more devastating.
Therefore while thinking about increasing connectivity through
the rivers of this region, one must not forget the climate change
impacts on the rivers of this region.
Shri Lal Thanhawla Chief Minister Mizoram
Identifying river shifting as a major problem in the GBM basin river,
Dr. Mominul Haque Sarkar of CEGI, Dhaka Bangladesh said that
India and Bangladesh both suffer severely from this problem. According to him in India, Assam and Bihar are the two states which bear the
brunt of dynamic river changes. He also states that one problem in the
river can trigger other changes and in this regard he referred to the
Sharmin Murshid Member,
River Commission, Bangladesh
problem of Arsenic led water in both the countries. He said that for
the rivers of GBM basin navigation, tourism development and joint initiatives from countries in this basin
is the way forward and for these purposes countries should join hands
for sharing their knowledge with each other.
Dr. Anup Mitra, Former Water Resources Secretary, Government of Assam called the river systems in Assam unstable which causes the mayhems
e.g. floods and erosion etc. He informed the house that co-basin manageMyo Win Smile Foundation, Myanmar ment strategy for Brahmaputra and collaboration between India and Bangladesh to understand the river has already
started. He stated that a dialogue process on the river has started on the river
Brahmaputra under the aegis of SaciWATERs, the South Asia Consortium
for Interdisciplinary Water Resources Studies where Bangladesh and India
Jitendra Choudhury
are on board. He recommended that there should more consultative meetings Hon. Member of Parliament Tripura
on the issue of rivers between south Asian countries and management of rivers need to be done following a
multi-disciplinary approach.

Mesbah Kamal Chairman
RDC Bangladesh.

Sharmin Mushid from River Commission Bangladesh said that knowing about
rivers is no less than learning about one’s own identity. Pointing to the cultural
values associated with rivers, she said that in the songs of Sachin Deb Barman or
Bhupen Hazarika on rivers signifies the uncontrolled flow of river which have no
boundary and makes one realize that they are part of a large group. She opined
that rivers are global, regional and local at the same time and that is why in order
to seek solution to problems one has to look at all these levels. Praising Asian
Confluence’s effort to bring these different levels into one platform through this
festival she said that GBM basin also inhabits a significant percentage of poor
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people in the world. She opined that rivers have been reduced to mere
calculations by engineers and economist and solution to mane problems associated with rivers lies in rethinking about these calculations
and expanding them to include issues of livelihood, cultural values
and beliefs etc. Talking from the perspective of Bangladesh, she said
that here country faces the problems being a lower riparian since up- H.E. Rashed Khan Menon Hon. Tourism
per riparian countries are diverting Bangladesh’s share of fresh water. and Civil Aviation Minister of Bangladesh
Bangladesh, she opined also suffers from the lack of strong governance and need more strong institution
to deal with the issues of water. She concluded by saying that people of the GBM basin have a common
destiny and people of this basin need to think about their future together.
In his speech, P.K.H. Singh, Advisor (Transport, Communication and Power), North Eastern Council focused how use of fertilizers for development of
agriculture in India is having negative impacts in Bangladesh and in order to
deal with this problem the government in now promoting organic farming in
H.E. Harsh Vardhan Shringla IFS High many places of northeast India. In order to increase riverine communication
Commissioner of India, Bangladesh and trade, he suggested for development of border economic zones along the
river and for this purpose, he emphasized on the need for national waterways development.
In her speech, the co-chair of the session Sripriya Ranganathan informed the house about the beginning
of a sub-regional cooperation between India and Bangladesh. She said that BIM platform has been created and relevant experts of the countries are continuously meeting.
In his concluding remarks Ambassador Dago Tshering shared what
his country is doing in terms of adaptation and mitigations of problems like Glacier Lake Outburst Floods (GLOF) or extreme weather
events. He also mentioned about the constitutional provisions that
Dr. Subhash Kashyap,President,
exist for the conservation of natural habitat in the country.
Asian Confluence
This session was followed by the inaugural ceremony where
honourable Chief Minister of Meghalaya Dr. Mukul Sangma
inaugurated the festival along with Mr. Rashed Khan Menon,
Minster of Tourism and Civil Aviation and Mr. Shahariar Alam,
Minster of State for Foreign Affairs, Government of Bangladesh
and Sri Lal Thanhawla, Chief Minister of Mizoram. Mr. Harsh
Vardhan Shringla, High Commissioner of India to Bangladesh
Dr. Mukul Sangma Hon. C.M. Meghalaya
and Syed Muazzem Ali, High Commissioner of Bangladesh to
India along with several other dignitaries that included former Ambassadors, senior bureaucrats and intellectuals from all the participating countries were also present in the dais during the inauguration. In his
inaugural speech, the Chief Minister praised the organizers of this festival for such an initiative. He called
this initiative an opportunity for different ideas to converge and to ideate and innovate ways to develop
rivers as a source of prosperity and development.
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The first thematic session that began after lunch, the theme of the panel discussion was “Policy Perspectives: Regional Cooperation: Rivers as Prosperity Corridors” and it was chaired by Mr. Shahariar Alam,
Minster of State for Foreign Affairs, Government of Bangladesh. The panelist included Jitendra Choudhury, Member of Parliament from Tripura, Sushmita Deb, Member of Parliament from Silchar, Assam, Dr.
Dipak Gywali, water expert and former Minister of Water
Resources, Government of Nepal, A.K. Bansal, Director,
Inland Waterways Authority of India, Assam, U ThutaAung, Myanmar Institute of Strategic and International
Studies, Myanmar, Sonam Pem, Tarayana Foundation,
Bhutan and Aparup Chaudhury, Chairman, Bangladesh
Amb Tariq.A.Karim Former High Commissioner of
Parjatan Corporation.
Bangladesh to India
Starting the discussion, U Thuta Aung said that in order to resolve the conflict between different parties
within South-East Asia, attempts should be made to look for a ‘middle path’ following Buddhist traditions.
He also emphasized that Northeastern region of India can become the platform to facilitate connections
based on similarities between India and Myanmar since there are
lot of similarities between people and culture of Northeastern
region and Myanmar. He also said that the latter can become
connection between India and ASEAN. He emphasized on student and staff exchange programmes between India and Myanmar since the latter according to him suffers from lack of eligible
professionals in different fields.
Dr. Mominul Haque Sarkar (CEGIS, Dhaka)
Aparup Chaudhury from Bangladesh Parjatan Corporation in his
presentation showed some of exotic tourist destinations of Bangladesh and said that government in his country is aiming to develop the country as a tourism hub in the coming decades. In his
presentation on the development of inland waterways in Northeast
A.K. Bansal from IWMI said that even though it is an eco-friendly
Dipak Gywali (Water Expert and Former
Water Resources Minister of Nepal)
means of communication, it’s development in India is less than
one percent. In case of developing waterways in the hilly areas like Meghalaya, he said that tributaries
can become the last mile connectivity between Brahmaputra and these areas. He informed the house that
the government is planning to develop 19 waterways in northeast.
Identifying cargo transport as a very important element of water
ways development, he said over-dimensional cargo carrying is a
big advantage of water ways development. In her presentation, Sonam Pem deliberated on household level water access in Bhutan
and how her organization is helping local communities in remote
places to adopt indigenous and sustainable livelihood and commuAmb. Dago Tshering, Former Ambassador of
nication options.
Bhutan to India Bhutan
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In her speech, Sushmita Deb narrated one of interaction with
central minister where the latter told her that in order to develop
northeastern region, increasing connectivity with Bangladesh is
a must. Thanking Asian Confluence for this festival she said
that such initiatives provides the necessary impetus for public
representatives like her to pressure the Government of India to
Sripriya Ranganathan Joint Secretary, Bangladesh develop water-ways in Northeast India. She also said that for
Myanmar Desk, Ministry of External Affair, India her own constituency Silchar, development of water-ways on
Barak is necessary to transport essential goods.
Jitendra Choudhury, Member of Parliament from Tripura
East, said that his state is the closest neighbor of Bangladesh
within the Northeastern region since the state is surrounded by
Bangladesh from three sides. He emphasized on building an environment for people to people engagement between northeastern region and Bangladesh and said that there is a long history P.K.H. Singh Advisor, (Transport, Communication
& Power) North Eastern Council
of such connectivity
some of which he himself had witnessed in his youth, during
the time of Bangladesh’s freedom struggle in 1971. Referring
to use of Ashuganj port for carrying over-dimensional cargo for
a power-plant Tripura he said that use of ports and waterways
in Bangladesh will not only benefit India, but also beneficial to
Bangladesh itself. Talking about ‘Border haats’ he said that it
Sreeradha Datta, Director, MAKAIS
has been a success story between Tripura and Bangladesh since
it has allowed small businessmen to sell their products across the
border.
The second thematic session was focused on “Sub-regional Trade
and Connectivity” which was chaired by Ambassador Tariq. A.
Karim, former High Commissioner of Bangladesh to India. The
Dr. Partha J Das
panelists included Sreeradha Dutta, Director of Maulana Abul
(Aaranyak, Guwahati, India)
Kalam Azad Institute of Asian Studies (MAKAIS), Mesbah Kamal, Chairman of Research and Development Collective (RDC), Bangladesh and Myo Win of Smile
Foundation, Myanmar. Opening the panel discussion, Ambassador Karim asked the panelist to dwell upon how to
translate the vision of cooperation and connectivity between Bangladesh and India, as seen by the political leaders
of the two countries into practice that will help the people
of this region. He reminded everyone that the common local
people of these two countries must own up the projects of
H.E. Syed Muazzem Ali, High Commissioner of Bangladesh along with Dr. BB Dutta and Dipak Gywali cooperation and connectivity in order for it to survive.
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Emphasizing on the role of local people, Sreeradha Dutta
said that even though a large picture of cooperation has
been drawn the micro details still needs to be addressed.
She said that the delays in the implementation of such projects make the local people disinterested in these projects.
She said that along with large projects of cooperation, the
government must also pay attention to the interests of local
people. Otherwise, any project of cooperation will not be
A.K.Bansal Director, Inland Waterways
Authority of India, Assam.
successful. Referring to the example of border haats, she
said that these have become a successful since local people have enthusiastically participated in these
initiatives. In her final remarks, she said that India and Bangladesh now have better structures in place for
cooperation and attempts should be made to address the small issues first while keeping in mind the large
issues.
In his deliberation Myo Win emphasized on developing
economic relations between India and Myanmar through
people to people connections. He also emphasized on
the need for more openness between the two countries
in terms of cooperation, communication and border trade
and development of more engaging policies from both the
countries.

Dr. Anup Mitra (Former Water Resources Secretary
Government of Assam)

In his speech, Mesbah Kamal said that even though the river
Brahmaputra has national importance to China, India and Bangladesh, it needs to be understood in terms of its international
character and this is also true for many river that cut across these
three countries. He said that rather than shrinking rivers to political boundaries, the focus should be on letting them live the way
they are and for this purpose an integrated basin level approach
Shri Rajiv Bhatia IFS Retd
must be adopted. He downplayed the construction of hydropower dams
in the tributaries of Brahmaputra river in India and China
and opted for development of alternative sources of energy e.g. solar power. He said universities and research institutes in India and Bangladesh should open water studies programmes which no way should be made part of
engineering programmes. He also emphasized on buildH.E Shahriar Alam
ing multi-model connectivity between the two countries.
Hon. MOS. Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Bangladesh
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Policy Dialogue at the State Convention Centre, Shillong
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Cultural programme at the Aurobindo Institute of Indian Culture

Craft mela at the Aurobindo Institute of Indian Culture
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16th July, 2016
DAY 2: STAKEHOLDER DIALOGUES
10:30 - 14:00: Parallel Sessions
Tourism				: Conference Center Room No. 1
Media				: Convention Center Room No. 2
Connecting Institutions : Convention Center Room No. 3
PART A
10:30 – 12: 00: Stake holders’ Presentations
PART B:
12:30 – 14: 00: The Way Forward
TOURISM
STAKEHOLDERS MEET

CROSS- DISCIPLINARY
INSTITUTIONAL CONNECTIVITY

MEDIA
STAKE HOLDERS MEET

PART A:
Moderator: Shri Rathin Roy Senior
Chair: Amb. Dago Tshering, Bhutan
Heads of Institutions across Disciplines
Co-Chair: Dr. Aparup Chaudhury, Chairman, Bangla- Bhutan
desh Parjatan Corporation
India,
Nepal,
PART B
Chair: M.P Bezbaruah, Former Tourism Secretary, Govt Myanmar.

PART A
Chair: Syed Badrul Ahsan,
Associate Editor, The Daily
Observer

of India, Former Member North Eastern Council and CONVERSATION FORMAT
Member Governing Council Asian Confluence.
Co-Chair: Akhteruzzaman Khan Kabir, Chairman,
Bangladesh Parjatan Corporation
ROUND TABLE FORMAT
President Tour Operators Association of Bangladesh
Secretary Tourism Department, Government of Meghalaya,
President, Assam Tour Operators Association
President, North East India Tour Operators Association
Tourism Stakeholders from Border Areas

PART B
Chair: Patricia Mukhim,
Noted
Columnist
Co- Chair: Sohrab Hasan,
Prothom Alo, Bangladesh
ROUND TABLE FORMAT

15: 00 – 16:00: Summary preparation - Conference Room No. 2.
17:00 – 18:00: THE WAY FORWARD (Venue: Aurobindo Institute Auditorium)
Chief Guest		
: H.E V. Shanmuganathan, Hon. Governor of Meghalaya
Guests of Honour
: H.E. Rashed Khan Menon, Hon. Minister of Tourism and Civil Aviation, People’s Republic of Bangladesh
H.E. Shariar Alam
H.E. Syed Muazzem Ali, Bangladesh High Commissioner to India
Arrival of dignitaries
Arrival of Governor
National Anthem
Welcome by Compere
Welcome by Asian Confluence
Speech by Head of Bangladesh Delegation
Reading out the NADI 2016 Declaration
Valedictory Address by Governor
Vote of Thanks
National Anthem
Cultural Program: LISTEN TO THE RIVER
Warda Rihab and Group From Bangladesh, Presented by Indira Gandhi Cultural Centre, Dhaka
Gitanjali Dance Academy, Shillong.
Both performing renditions of the festival theme poem.
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STAKEHOLDERS DIALOGUE
Day 2: 16th July 2016
On the second day of Nadi 2016, three stakeholders meets were organized with three different focus areas.
These focus areas were Tourism, Cross-Disciplinary Institutional Connectivity and Media.
The meet of Tourism Stakeholders engaged the stakeholders from the tourism sector to explore the opportunity for people to people interaction built on shared historical experiences and natural resource heritage. This discussion brought together a aelect group of tour operators, who are the real stake holders of
this region, to explore the multiple possibilities in this sector and the way forward in the years ahead. The
attempt is to develop better intra, inter regional and international connectivity built around river networks.
The Media Session was a free format session to explore the opportunity for People to people interaction
and examined the possibility for an intensive interaction between media houses and media stakeholders
from various countries in the region to evolve a better understanding of the people of this region in the
interest of regional peace and human security. The discussion brought together a select group of media
personalities and institutional representatives and was designed to explore the multiple possibilities in this
sector and the way forward in the years ahead.
The Cross-Disciplinary Institutional Connectivity was organized in a conversation format which was
moderated by Rathin Roy and senior heads of institutions across disciplines from Bangladesh, Bhutan,
India, Nepal and Myanmar participated in this meet. This stakeholders meet consisted of two sessions and
the moderator put forward two questions to the participants to discuss. The participants were asked to sit
in different groups and after the first session they were asked to change their groups in order to exchange
ideas with different people. The following questions were put forward
1) “In order to build institutional cooperation, how do you plan to convince your institution? ”
2) “What is the way forward from this stakeholders meet on institutional cooperation?”
The ideas presented are presented from the stakeholder dialogue sessions are presented in a distiled form
in the “Key Takeaways” .
Further private meetings between specific stakeholders followed through the course of the day.
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Shri. M.P. Bezbaruah, Former Tourism Secretary, Govt of India chairs the tourism stakeholders meet which came up with concrete
recommendations and a call to action by tourism Industry stakeholders

Exchange of views and ideas by the heads of various tourism stakeholder institutions, called for better synergy
with government and policy maker on a project mode

Exchanges of views and ideas at the media stakeholders meet

Exchanges of views and ideas at the “cross- disciplinary institutional connectivity” – stakeholders meet
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Yarns and Dyes Exhibition at the Aurobindo Institute of Indian Culture

Yarns and Dyes Exhibition at the Aurobindo Institute of Indian Culture
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HE. V. Shanmuganathan, Hon. Governor of Meghalaya
interacting with the artisans at the craft mela

Mr. Shahriar Alam, MP, Hon. MOS.
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Bangladesh at the Craft Mela

Caring for an environment was a common theme at the craft mela

Garo Ornaments Craft Stall

Khasi Men in Traditional Attire playing Khasi Games

Khasi Musician entertaining the crowd
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Pung Cholum, Manipuri Dance

Bihu Dance of Assam

Mizoram’s Cheraw Dance

Tripuri Dance showcased at the Cultural Show

Kong Silvi’s Group Performance

Warda Rihab’s Dance Group from Bangladesh

Geetanjali Dance Group

Project 21 a band from Bangladesh

Nilanjana Dance Group from Bangladesh
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Nilanjana Dance Group

Nepalese Dance

Bhutanese Dance

Naga Warrior Dance

Wangala Dance of the Garo Tribe

Nepalese Dance
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Kong Silvi’s Group Performance

Zannat E Firdosi from Bangladesh
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The photo exhibition displayed 48 chosen entries from a transboundary photo contest on the theme of “Rivers and Clouds” held earlier
in the year. The aim was to highlight the fundamental fact that ecology and geography dictates our destiny : beyond borders.
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VALEDICTORY SESSION

HE V. Shanmuganathan, Hon. Governor of Meghalaya inaugurating Winners of the Cross Border Photography Contest being awarded
by the Governor of Meghalaya
the Valedictory Session at Aurobindo Institute of Indian Culture

H.E. Rashed Khan Menon, Hon. Tourism and Civil Aviation
Minister of Bangladesh presenting a gift of token to
Mr. Sabyasachi Dutta, Director-Asian Confluence

P.P.Shrivastav, IAS Retd. Member Governing Council
Asian Confluence

Dignitaries at the dais during the Valedictory Session

Shri. Bezbaruah and Dr. B.B Dutta receiving the Governor
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The “Asian Confluence”, is an initiative of DivyaJeevan Foundation* to
promote an open space for cultural and intellectual exchanges towards
creating better understanding of the North Eastern region of India in the
larger context of India as an emerging power in East Asian geopolitics. It is a well established fact that,
given the proximity of the North Eastern states of India with the countries of South East Asia, the great
biological, anthropological and cultural diversity, and the strategic geopolitical profile of this region, there
exists an immense potential for growth and development. The challenges to unlock this growth potential
are also manifold, and several governmental initiatives towards this goal are already underway. However
the role of civil society in forging an environment, conducive to growth, is a factor that has assumed great
importance in recent times and one which cannot be overlooked.
Through research, training and advocacy programs, the Asian Confluence project provides an opportunity for
civil society to enhance people to people contact between India and South East Asian countries and also encourage a better understanding of the cultural and socio-political issues of the region that actually are the driving force
behind India’s “Look East Policy”. At the heart of the project are initiatives that encourage people to people
exchange such as, promoting research and interest in the region through educational tourism, cultural tourism,
creation of “out of the box” livelihood generation by promoting eco-friendly products and services, impetus to
green industries aimed at economic development by forging a network of civil society organizations working on
similar objectives. The project organizes and facilitates cultural programs, exchange programs, talks, discussions
and symposia with scholars and leaders of culture and thought, from India and abroad.
To galvanize these, an activity hub has been created in the heart of the educational district of Shillong,
the cultural and educational capital of the North East: namely the Asian Confluence Center. The “Asian
Confluence Center” offers state of the art conference center, training centre and guesthouse facilities for
organizations and individuals to host seminars, conferences, lectures and networking meets.
The project is funded by donations, grants, membership fees, rent for use of center facilities, revenue from
educational and cultural programs, sale of local products and other support activities.
Since Inception, the Asian Confluence has hosted a large array of events reaching out to a large cross
section of people across the region.
Founded in 1992 Divya Jeeevan Foundation (DJF) has already established itself in the domain of promoting thought leadership in the areas of Good Governance, Education and Environment pertaining to the
eastern region of India. Asian Confluence is a culmination of the vision drawn at the conference titled
“Development of Eastern India – Strategic Issues in a National Perspective” in May 2007 and several
follow-up activities**. Inaugurated by the then President of India Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam and supported
by Shri Pranab Mukherjee, then external affairs minister of India, the conference promoted an open space
for creating a better understanding of the North Eastern Region of India. DJF is a registered not-for-profit
charitable, educational and cultural institution. It is a non-political, non-religious and non-commercial
organization.
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COLLABORATORS

Government of Meghalaya
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RECEPTION COMMITTEE:
Chief Patron: Dr.Mukul Sangma
					Chief Minister of Meghalaya
Members : Shri. P.P. Shrivastav
					Former Member North Eastern Council, Member Governing Council, Asian Confluence.
					 Smt. R.V.Suchiang, IAS
					Principal Secretary, Tourism and Finance, Government of Meghalaya
					 Shri. R.M. Mishra, IAS
					Principal Secretary, Planning, Government of Meghalaya.
					 Shri. P.W Ingty
					IAS Principal Secretary, Commerce and Industry, Chairman Organizing Committee, NADI 2016
					 Dr. B.B.Dutta
					Former MP, Rajya Sabha, Chairman Divyajeevan Foundation
					 Shri.Rajiv Bhatia
					IFS Retd Former DG, ICWA and Member Governing Council, Asian Confluence
					 Shri. M.P. Bezbaruah
					 Former Member WTO, Former Member North Eastern Council, Member Governing
					 Council, Asian Confluence
					 Smt. Suryakanthi Tripathi,
					IFS Retd, Former DG, ICCR, Member Governing Council, Asian Confluence
					 Shri Riewad Warjri,
					IFS Retd, Distinguished Fellow, Asian Confluence
					 Dr. Sreeradha Datta,
					Director, Maulana Abul Kalam Institute of Asian Studies
					 Shri. P.S.Dkhar, IAS
					Deputy Commissioner, East Khasi Hills
Festival Director:
					 Sabyasachi Dutta,
					Director, Asian Confluence.
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NORTH EAST INDIA *
• Ai • Ajay • Bandhu • Barak • Baralia • Barapani • Bardnadi • Bargang • Bhagirathi • Bhairab • Bichom • Bidyadhari • Brahmani • Burai • Champamati
• Churni • Daiyang(b) • Damodar • Damodhar Dhaleswari • Dhansiri • Dharkeswar • Digaru • Dikhou • Dimou • Dirang • Disang • Dri • Dwarka • Feni
• Gabharu • Gamari • Gangadhar • Gaurang • Ghagar • Ghila • Gish Nadi •
Gobai • Gomti • Gomti • Harai • Ichhamati • Iril • Jadukata • Jalangi • Jaldhaka • Jamuna • Jatinga • Jhanzi • Jia Dhansiri • Jiadhol • Jinjiram • Jiri •
Kakadonga • Kaladan • Kaldiya• Kalindri • Kameng • Kamla • Kanki • Kapili
• Kasai • Katakhal • Khari • Khuga• Kolong • Koran • Krisnai • Kynshi • Kulik
• Kulsi • Kunur • Lachung Chu • Lish Nadi • Longai • Lumba • Mahananda •
Makru• Malta • Manipur • Manu • Matun • Mawpa • Myngot • Myntdu •
Mora Tista • Nambor • Parang Piyali • PobaPuthimari • Rammam Ranganadi
• Ranjit • Rongpu Chu • Sal • Saralbhanga • Siang • Silai • Singa • Siyom •
Someswari • Simsang • Sonai •Subansiri •Subrnarekha •Sunti Nadi •Tangoni
• Teok • Thega • Thoubal • Tista • Tuitan Pui • Tuivaw • Umiam • Umsing
• Yamne

TRANSBOUNDARY RIVERS *
• Arun • An Chaung • Ando Chuu • Arial Khan • Bariganga • Bawdi Chaung •
Drangme Chuu • Baruni • Bawgata Chaung • Bheri • Bon Chaung • Mo Chuu
•Buri • Chanda Khola • Tongsa Chuu • Chaunggaunggyi Chaung • Dakatia
•Wong Chuu • Chein Chaung • Hamla Karnali • Chongauk Chaung • Ghasaingaria Khal •Damathat Chaung • Kandra • Dathwekyauk Chaung • Hoja • Eindayaza Chaung • Ko-Li-Ho • Gwebin Chaung • Jamuneswari • Hkasai • Mabja
Zangbo •Hnegyo Chaung • Kalni • Hwe Hsang • Mugu Karnali • Hwe Pat •Lohajang • Innet Chaung • Rapti • Kahpan Hka • Mora Tista • Kali Chaung • Seti
• Kaukkwe Chaung • Sati • Kawa Chaung • Tila Nala • Kodan Chaung • Thega
Khal • Konzin Chaung • Zafar Khal • Kyakaik Chaung • Kyaukokwet Chaung •
Kyetsha • Kyin Chaung • Kyunbilile Chaung •Lamu Chaung • Mamya Chaung
• Mazawgyi Chaung • Mepara Klo • Mokkala Chaung • Nadaunggya Chaung
• Nam Hsim • Nam Karun •Rawng Ya • Pi Chaung • Pyinbu Apyauk Chaung •
Sadon Chaung • Salween • Sawnghpe Hka • Shwele Chaung • Sinyat Chaung
•Thade Chaung • Yalaing Chaung • Zami • Zawgyi •Zingale

* Partial List

Asian Confluence Center, Divya Jeevan Complex,
Lady Veronica Park, Laitumkhrah,
Shillong, Meghalaya - 793 003
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www.asianconfluence.org

